Introduction.
The isolation in 3.10 of a certain basic principle makes possible a covering theory which not only embraces every known(*) theorem of the Vitali type but enables us to supplant the usual(2) abstract differential theory with one more in accord with Lebesgue's. In fact, by substituting a new and frequently useful concept of regularity for the classical notion (3), we arrive at a general theory of differentiation which both includes and supplements similar results of Lebesgue.
We follow Banach's lead(4) in paying special attention to nonadditive functions. By so doing a rather striking difference appears between the differential theory of interval functions on the one hand and that of set functions on the other.
As could be gathered from §2, we shall be concerned with a metric(6) space S, a fixed measure <p, and certain other measures. We presuppose such a knowledge of measure as might be derived from §3 of the subjoined paper(6) by Randolph and myself. Although this §3 of RM concerns itself with cer- of Math. vol. 40 (1939) pp. 299-308; S. Saks, Theory of the integral, Warsaw, 1937, pp. 106-112;  and related papers referred to by Randolph and Saks. (') Saks, loc. cit. pp. 152-156. (3) Saks, loc. cit. p. 106. (4) S. Banach, Sur une classe de fonctions d 'ensemble, Fund. Math. vol. 6 (1924) pp. 170-188. (6) Except for applications the metric plays a minor role ; it is easy to interpret the paper topologically.
(6) Hereinafter referred to as RM.
tain plane measures the reader should easily see that the results therein obtained hold equally well (with the obvious interpretations) when the plane is replaced by an abstract metric space. So extended, Theorems 3.7 and 3.13 of RM (7) are used in the present paper (M). On the other hand Theorem 11.4 of M is used in proving Theorem 10.1 of RM. This cross reference is noncircular since §3 of RM is entirely independent of M.
2. Preliminaries. The phrase "*£.4 " is read "x is a member of A" or more simply ux is in A." The phrase "x(£A" is read "x is not a member of A" or more simply ux is not in A." The phrase UA C-B" is read "A is contained in B" or "A is a subset of B." Reversely the phrase UBDA" is read UB contains A."
The integer 0 and the vacuous set will be regarded as equal. We employ {x} as short for
E[x= y]
and use { } only in this sense. Note that x is the sole member of {x}. If ax is a set for each x in a set B, then E a* is defined as £ [y G «, for some x in B], If g is a family (set), then ff(%) is defined as /¡es
Thus xG.a(%) if and only if x Gß for some ß in g. If fli^O for x in a countable set B, then the notation will also be used to denote the appropriate numerical sum. Whether numerical summation or set theoretic summation is intended in a given instance will be obvious from the context.
A family ® will be called disjointed if and only if £i£2 = 0 whenever Bi and £2 are different members of ®. We fix throughout the paper a space S metrized with p. More specifically we assume henceforth that p is such a function on £(*,") [(#£S) (y£S) ] that p(x, x) = 0 ^ p(x, z) g p(x, y) + p(z, y) < oo whenever x, y, and z are in S. It follows that p(x, y) =p(y, x) for x and y (7) These general results are apparently unknown and unpublished elsewhere.
in S , but it does not follow nor do we assume (though the reader may wish to) that x=y whenever p(x, y) =0. Accordingly a finite subset of S may fail to be closed.
We also fix throughout the paper a measure <p belonging to the class Ú which is defined in 2.3 below. where
for OO.
We agree that limal fiß) = Ornai fiß) SB0-* S 3/3-î if and only if fimäl/(j8) = limal /"(fl).
59/»-* S9/S-I It may clarify our intent to point out that limal f(ß) =/({*}) 530-x whenever the left member denotes a number and {x} £ §.
3. Basic theorems.
3.1. Definition. We say N is a «esi whenever N is such a family that if &iGN and ¡Q2(zzN then either §iC §2 or §2C §i-Of use to us is the following 3.2. Lemma. // ß is a family of sets then(s) Q contains such a nest N that no member of Ü -N contains every member of N.
3.3. Theorem. If % is a family of nonvacuous subsets of S, and Ais a nonnegative function which is bounded on g, then g contains such a disjointed family ® that each ß in 5 intersects some B in ® in such a way that ß(ZA:B.
(8) This lemma is an immediate consequence of a result due to C. Kuratowski, Une méthode d'élimination des nombres transfinis des raisonnements mathématiques, Fund. Math, vol. 3 (1922) p. 89, formulation (42) . See also M. Zorn, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 41 (1935) p. 667; and J. W. Tukey, Convergence and uniformity in topology, Princeton, 1940, p. 7. Proof. For §Cglet §+ = g E \ß*<$) * 0]. Let Í2 be the family for which §£ß if and only if § is such a disjointed subfamily of g that each ß in §+ intersects some B in § in such a way that ßQA:B.
Using 3.2 select such a nest N that no member of 0 -TV contains every member of N. Let ® = <r(/vr).
Since N is a nest and since ® = X £ C g, ®+ = X £+-it is clear that ® is such a disjointed subfamily of g that each /3£®+ intersects some B in ® in such a way that ßCZA'.B. Thus completion of the proof hinges on the Statement. ©+ = g.
Proof (By contradiction). Suppose ®+5* g, let SK = g-®+, note that 9M0, and invoke the boundedness of A to ascertain 230G9î so that A(j8) = 2A(23") for ß G 9Î. Proof. Inasmuch as §' is a finite family of closed sets it follows that <r(^>') is closed. From
we infer x(£<ri!Q') and use the closedness of <r( §') and the fact that §' covers {ac} in the sense of Vitali to secure such a set ßoGS' that xG/So with /3o<r(^)') =0. Our selection of ® enables us to ascertain B0 in ® so that ßoBo^O, ßoCa:Bo 5. The Vitali property.
Definition.
We say g has the Vitali property with respect to A whenever g is such a family of measurable sets that corresponding to each finite disjointed subfamily § of g there is a countable disjointed family ® for which $C®Cg, «U -<r(@)] = 0.
Theorem.
If & is a nonvacuous countable family of sets with respect to each of which g has the Vitali property, then g has the Vitali property with respect to cr($).
Proof. Let § be a finite disjointed subfamily of g. Let A =o-($). Let A be 6. Blankets. In order to discuss more intricate covering theorems and facilitate a theory of differentiation we introduce the notion of blanket. 6.1. Definition.
We say 7 is a blanket if and only if F is such a function that for x in its domain :
(i) «GS and F(x) is a family of non vacuous subsets of S ;
(ii) ßE:
Evidently the domain of a blanket is a subset of S. In 6.2 through 6.10 we define certain words used in connection with blankets.
These words are: spread, natural, regular, diametrically regular, Borelish, close, heavy, subblanket, strong.
Definition.
If 7 is a blanket with domain A then the set
is called the spread of 7.
6.3. Definition. We say 7 is a natural blanket whenever F is such a blanket that ß £zF(x) implies x G ß-Definition 2.9 is used in 6.4. Definition. If F is natural blanket and if there is such a non-negative function A that
for almost all x in the domain of 7, then 7 is a regular blanket. 6.5. Definition. We say 7 is a diametrically regular blanket whenever 7 is such a natural blanket that
for almost all x in the domain of 7.
Evidently every diametrically regular blanket is regular. Many of the blankets met with in practice are diametrically regular. 6.6. Definition.
We say 7 is a Borelish blanket whenever 7 is such a blanket that ß G F(x) implies ß is a Borel set.
6.7. Definition. We say 7 is a close blanket whenever 7 is such a blanket that of A, then £ will be called a heavy blanket.
6.9. Definition. We say G is a subblanket of £ whenever G and £ are such blankets that G(x)CZF(x) for x in the domain of G.
Clearly the domain of G is contained in the domain of £ and the spread of G is contained in the spread of £ whenever G is a subblanket of F.
6.10. Definition.
If £ is such a blanket that each of its subblankets is a heavy blanket then £ will be termed a strong blanket.
6.11. Lemma. Every regular close blanket is a heavy blanket.
Proof. Let £ be any regular, close blanket with domain A, denote the spread of £ by g, and choose such a non-negative function A that Proof. Use (2), (3), Part I, 5.2. Part III. g is a heavy blanket. Proof. Use Part II, take §=0 in 5.1, recall Definition 6.8 of a heavy blanket.
6.12. Theorem.
Every regular close blanket is a strong blanket.
Proof. Let 7 be a regular close blanket. Let F' be any subblanket of F. Since 7' is manifestly a regular close blanket we conclude from 6.11 that it is heavy.
Reference to 6.10 completes the proof.
7. An application to Lebesgue measure. In this section we suppose m is a positive integer, S is w-space, p is the usual metric, <f> is w-dimensional Lebesgue measure. 7.1. Definition. We say ^ is a hive whenever § is such a family of bounded closed convex subsets of S that :
implies (ßi either contains or is contained in some translate of /32).
Theorem.
If F is a natural blanket whose spread is a hive then F is a regular close blanket.
Proof. Let g be the spread of 7. Let q be such a positive integer that 2 < (1 + 1/2")«.
Let A be the function on g such that ß G g implies ACS) = fofjj)]«.
Corresponding to each convex subset ß of S let us define /3V as the set of points of the form 2x-y where x and y are members of ß. Whenever ß is a convex subset of S it is evident that ßv is convex and is equal to the set of points of the form x + (y -z) where x, y, and z are members of ß.
We divide the remainder of the proof into two parts.
Proof. If some translate of ß contains a then we clearly have a C /3V C /3W.
We now assume that some translate of a contains ß and let «o be such a translate of a.
In order to show a0CZßv we suppose the contrary; let xo be a point in «o-/3V; define ß' as the set of points of the form
where y is a member of ß; verify that ßß' = 0, /3+p"Cáo and that
Since we now know aoC/3v we are able to conclude However even if /3 doesn't have central symmetry it is possible(') to show «03v) á (» + 2)-«08), «03w) g (» + 2)2"«03).
Part III. F is a regular close blanket.
Proof. Use Part II. vol. 25 (1935) . In view of Theorem A of that paper it is of interest that a satisfactory differential theory holds for a large class of rectangles which are allowed to be long, thin, and oriented in every direction. Because of our 6.12 it follows that Theorem 6 of the paper just cited is a consequence of Theorem 8.12 below.
7.4. Remark. Although some changes in proof would be required, the validity of 7.2 would be unimpaired by the introduction into 7.1 (ii) of certain homothetical transformations.
8. Differentiation with respect to a strong blanket. In canvassing the possible applications of the present section it is well to bear Theorem 6.12 in mind.
The next three definitions play a central role in our subsequent theory of differentiation. 8.1. Definition. We say/ is quasi-additive on g if / is a non-negative function whose domain § is such a family of sets that X ftB) = M se© whenever <x(®)C/3G^» and © is a finite disjointed subfamily of g.
Definition.
If 7 is a blanket and aCS then we define FQa as the set «o for which zGao if and only if x belongs to such an open set 7 that
8.3. Definition. We say/ is addivelous with respect to F whenever F ¡s such a blanket with domain A and spread g that:
(i) / is quasi-additive and finite valued on g ; (ii) if /3Gg and e>0, then there is a set a for which fta) g ftß) + «, 4>(ßA -F © a) = 0.
8.4. Remark. It should be noted that although 8.3(h) implicitly requires the membership of a in the domain of/ it does not require o¡Gg-In 8.3(i) we have specifically demanded that / be finite valued on g. This is more a convenience than a necessity. As a matter of fact if we delete "and finite valued" from 8.3(i) and delete " < oo " from 8.10 below, the new Theorem 8.10 is valid in terms of the new Definition 8.3.
We make implicit use of the obvious fact that Definition 8.1 is equivalent to the statement obtained from it by replacing the word "finite" by "count- for almost all x in BA.
Proof. For xÇ.A we let /OS) ".fiß)
Whenever g is addivelous with respect to £ we associate with g that function g for which the domain of g is the set of all subsets of S ; g (5) is the infimum of numbers of the form Esos) ¿¡es where ¡Q is such a countable subfamily of g that ^ covers almost all of 5.
Bearing in mind that empty sums are 0 and that inf 0 = oo, we readily check that £ belongs to the (2.1) family X whenever g is addivelous with respect to £.
The remainder of the argument is divided into nine parts the first of which is obvious and the second of which, in a disguised form, concerns itself with the illegality of division by zero. Proof. The conclusion being obvious in the event h(y) = =° we assume Ä(7) < 00.
Let e>0 and select from g a countable subfamily § which covers almost all of 7 in such a way that X h(ß) = h(y) + «. Proof. Let £' be such a subblanket of £ that ,. , «08) 1
Letg=«, h=f,\ = í/r¡.
Apply Part III to obtain «(7) á (lA)/(7). v*(y) £ f(y). Reference to 8.11 completes the proof. 9. Elementary blankets. In this section we establish certain results which contribute to the differential theory of interval functions.
9.1. Definition. We say 7 is an elementary blanket whenever 7 is such a blanket with domain A and spread g that /3Gg implies <b(ßA -FQß)=0.
Many blankets met with in practice are elementary blankets. This is pointed out in 9.2. Theorem.
If F is such a blanket that <p(ß-ß°)=0 for ß in the spread of F, then F is an elementary blanket.
Proof. Use 8.8. for almost all x in A.
9.5. Definition. If § is a family of nonvacuous sets and if ® is such a subfamily of § that no member of § is contained in the product of two different members of ® then we say ® is ^-disjointed. 9.6. Remark.
If § is a family of which 0 is a member then there are nô -disjointed families. On the other hand if 0 is not a member of § then each disjointed subfamily of § is ^-disjointed.
Moreover if § is such a family of nonvacuous sets that /3i/?2G^> whenever
is equivalent to (® is a disjointed subfamily of §). If f is a numerical valued function whose domain § is a family of nonvacuous sets then not only is V/ quasi-additive on § but E Vf(B) g F,03) b£® whenever /3GÍ? and © is a finite ^-disjointed family for which <t(®)C/3.
The next theorem may be of interest to some(12); it follows from 9.8 and 9.4. 9.9. Theorem. If License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 9.10 Definition. We say § is a completion of g whenever g is such a subfamily of § that: If <r(@)CßG$ and ® is a finite disjointed subfamily of g, then © is contained in a finite ^-disjointed family ©' for which <r(®') =ß. Thus if § is the family of nondegenerate rectangles then § is a completion of itself or any subfamily thereof. Note that the vacuous set is never a member of a completion of a family.
9.11. Definition. If / is a numerical valued function whose domain § is such a family that ftß) = Z ftB), V,(ß) < °°s e©' whenever ßG § and ©' is a finite ^-disjointed family for which ß=o-(®'), then we say/ is additively limited.
9.12. Remark. If we should alter Definition 9.11 by replacing "£" by " = " then any function which is additively limited in the new sense is the negative of one which is additively limited in the old. 9.13. Theorem. If for almost all x in A.
We divide the proof into two parts.
Part I. Vf-fis quasi-additive on g.
Proof. Let <r(®)C|8G£ and suppose ® is a finite subfamily of g. Bearing (ii) in mind, appropriately choosing ©' in accordance with 9.10, and noting the non-negativity of V/-f, we use 9.8 and 9.11 to obtain
,-, /w)
for almost all x in A.
Proof. Since Part I, 9.8, and (ii) assure us F/-/and V¡ are quasi-additive and finite valued on g, we infer the desired conclusion from 9.4 and the relation 9.14. Remark. From Theorem 9.13 we not only deduce Lebesgue's theorem concerning the differentiability of an additive interval function, but, helped by 9.6 we also deduce a theorem of Banach(13) of which he made later use(u).
10. Nets.
We say § is a net whenever § is such a countable family of bounded nonvacuous Borel sets that: Throughout the remainder of this section we assume g is a net enmeshing A and assume F is the function on A such that jcG-4 implies
10.5. Theorem. F is a strong blanket with domain A and spread g.
Proof. Clearly £ is a blanket with domain A and spread g. In the next paragraph we show £ is a strong blanket. Let £' be any subblanket of £ and denote the domain of £' by A ' and the spread of £' by g'. Evidently g' covers A'. Let
Using 10.1 we readily check that ®' covers A' and that ®' is a countable disjointed subfamily of g'. Consequently £' is a heavy blanket. 10.6. Remark. The theorems Concerning differentiation with respect to a strong blanket are at our disposal. for almost all x in A.
Proof. Use 10.8 and 9.13.
10.11. Remark. Since g is a net it follows that a family is g-disjointed if and only if it is a disjointed subfamily of g.
It is obvious and well known that a given set is enmeshed by a net if and only if the given set is separable. Furthermore it is always possible to enmesh a compact set with a net which is a completion of itself. Thus corresponding to each separable set there is an elementary strong blanket whose domain is the separable set. Moreover, corresponding to each compact set there is an elementary strong blanket whose domain is the compact set and whose spread is a completion of itself.
10.12. Theorem. Fis a regular Borelish blanket.
Proof. Let A be the function on g such that 0Gg implies A(ß) =3~n where ■n is the number of members of g which contain ß. Evidently A:ß=ß whenever /3Gg-Consequently F is regular.
10.13. Remark. In the light of 3.7 of RM it is now fairly easy to see that corresponding to each separable set there is a regular close blanket whose domain is the separable set.
11. Regular blankets. 11.1. Notation. Whenever o-(g)CS and 1 S¡X we define S(g, X) as the for almost all x in An.
Proof. Let £' and £* be the functions on An such that xÇzA" implies r «(A:/3) "I
(1) F'ix) = Fix) E I^AOS) + --^-< «J,
The function £' is evidently a subblanket of £. In view of 3.7 of RM it is clear that £* is a close blanket. It is likewise clear that corresponding to each €>0 and each a in F'ix) there is a ß in F*(x) for which (2) ßCa, f(a) -fiß) < e, «(a) -«(/3) < é.
Designating the spread of £' and the spread of F* respectively by g' and g*, let us associate with each ß in g* a set ß in g' in such a way that (3) ßCß, «03) á 2«03).
In addition let us define A* as the function on g* such that ßGg* implies A*03) = A(/3). A të> +-7^~ = A03) +-7K~ < 2n-
«OS) «03)
Since we now know £* is a regular close blanket we use 6. 12, 8.11, (2), and
for almost all x in An. 11.3. Remark. Theorem 8.12 remains valid when "strong" is replaced by "regular Borelish." for almost all x in A.
11.7. Remark. If we delete the word "diametrically" from 11.6 the resulting statement is false.
11.8. Remark. In view of Theorem 10.12 it is natural to ask: Is there always a diametrically regular blanket with domain A whenever A is a separable set? The answer is no, as may be seen by taking A =S =Et[-°° <f < oo ], <p = linear Lebesque measure, and defining p in some manner sufficiently different from the usual.
However 
for almost all x in A, then we say £ is comparatively regular.
From 6.12 we obtain 12.2. Theorem. Every regular close blanket is comparatively regular.
12.3. Lemma. If Fis a comparatively regular close blanket then F is a heavy blanket.
Proof. Let A and g respectively be the domain and spread of £. Let £o be the strong blanket whose existence is assured by 12.1. Let $ be such a countable family of bounded sets that:
«04 -a(St)) = 0; corresponding to each SE® there is an integer » for which F(x) C 3(Fo(x), n) whenever xES.
The lemma now follows.from Theorem 5.2 and the Statement. If SE® then g has the Vitali property with respect to 5.
Proof. Let § be a finite disjointed subfamily of g. Let « be a positive integer such that for almost all x in A.
Proof. With the help of 11.5 and 12.1 secure such a comparatively regular Borelish blanket £* that aEF (x) implies the existence of a ß in F*(x) for which a C ß C closure a, «(/S) = «(a), fiß) -fia). (1) lim -< oo.
'-0+ {(*)
We note that condition (1) is satisfied if 0<a< oo and {(0 = t" for 0 g t < oo.
For 0<r we define £r as the function on £s[5CS ] such that 5CS implies £r (5) for \p almost all xin A.
Moreover with the aid of our 3.5, (1), Theorem 3.13 of RM, and the technique used in proving Theorem 5.12 of RM we discover for yf/ almost all x in C.
Let us now be more specific. Suppose S =Et[-°o </< oo ] and p is the usual metric. Suppose 0<agl, £(/) = f for 0 < t < oo.
Let/ be the function on £¡[-<»-*t< oo ] such that fix) = HA E [-oo < t g x]) for -oo < x < oo.
From Statement III we conclude Statement V.
\f(x+h)-fix) | hm-i-j-= 1 »-o \ h\"
for \¡/ almost all xin A.
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